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Ihe economics of 

recycling 
SUPPLY, DEMAND, CONSUMER CONFIDENCE, BUSINESS INITIATIVE — ALL THE THINGS THAT 

KEEP OUR REGULAR ECONOMY ROLLING ALSO TURN THE RECYCLING LOOP. 

“% J owe cleaned out your used recycled, it has been collected, reprocessed You are now a source of raw material — 

\/ _ milk jugs, bundled up your old and remanufactured into a new product. and manufacturers will have the same con- 

i newspaper, and brought it all When you prepare materials for recy- cerns about you that they have about any 

—& out to the curb or toa recycling cling you switch hats — from consumer to supplier. Is the material you are supplying 

collection center. You're recycling, right? supplier. A manufacturer or other business clean and properly prepared? Is it of high 

Yes, but... looks to you as a source of material for quality? Can you be counted on as a reli- 

There’s more to recycling than just col- production. Paper mills want your news- able source of this material? 5; 

lection. The process of recycling begins paper to make tissue paper or newsprint. The success of community and busi- 

with collection, but it’s not complete until Glass manufacturers want your old spa- ness recycling programs around the state 

the cans, bottles or other items gathered _ ghetti sauce bottles to make new pickle _ hinges on the answers to these questions. 
are used as raw materials to make new _ jars. Iron foundries want your tin cans to _It comes down to basic economics: There 

products. When something has been fully make metal castings for automobile parts. must be a demand for the recyclables you 

If “raw materials” are to be recycled into new products, they first must be cleaned and sorted. Businesses require clean, steady supplies of bottles, cans, 

containers and paper or cardboard to keep production lines moving. 
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want to supply; there won't be a demand if > eZ p 

the supply is erratic and of poor quality. f - 2 S S Fire 

Further, consumers must want to buy the - al ‘ ee 

products manufacturers make from recycled nee © aE Y a Se 

items; otherwise, manufacturers will have 0 Ig f = aan & PS SS == > ti = 

no incentive to produce products from re- ps z 3 [ee Sy a if ws 

cyclable materials. ay bs Z —— ae 

It’s all part of developing markets for , aes 
recycling. R : 8 = f 

ES i } 5 
S | = 

A market is born ag “Tes 5 * 
at Ee 6 

Recycling has four stages: ey g 

* collection (also referred to as recovery of as gE 

recyclables); nD ee ~~ ee . 
* separation by type (before or after collec- _ F ee oe ° : S| ia 

tion); § a NS 
* processing materials into reusable forms; g ; f it bee ne ee eae 

* purchasing and using the goods made & ih Meee aces ce uae i ae - 

with reprocessed materials. ee Se a beta Sige i 

Businesses that process recyclables into Collecting cans and bottles at the curb is only the beginning of the recycling process. Recyclables must 
reusable forms — the third step in recy- then be sold to a manufacturer who will turn them into new items that consumers want to buy. 

ps src cnr epccesene EER RE 
i i exist may find themselves burdened with 

4 Buy recycled piles of unsalable material. Waste haulers, 

{ Consumers can help close the reeycling loop by buying products that are made | aware of the dearth of markets for certain 
| from, or packaged in, recycled ‘materials: | recyclables, refuse to pick up the materials. 

i By purchasing products with recycled content you demonstrate that recycling is | Angry customers, unaware of the market 

f} nota passing fad, and you €féate increased demand!forthe used materials separated J situation, criticize haulers and community 
for recycling. ; collection personnel, blaming them for the 

i Next time you shop, look for products made of materials that are being collected [J inability to recycle certain materials. 

for recycling in your neighborhood — the most common items are glass, alumi-_ ff Markets for recyclable materials don’t 
num, steel, some paper and cardboard, and certain plastics. i spring up overnight. Using recyclables in 

i i production requires patience and a will- 

ingness to experiment on the part of manu- 
cling — are referred to as markets. Steel Chippewa Falls, a manufacturer of foam facturers and entrepreneurs. Trust needs to 

mills are markets for steel (or “tin”) cans, _ polystyrene products for more than 30 be built between suppliers of recyclables, 
when the scrap steel is used to make new _ years, recently added recycling to its pro- the manufacturers who will buy the 
steel. Glass manufacturers that remelt glass duction process. “The costs can be pro- __ recyclables and turn them into new prod- 
bottles and jars to produce new containers hibitive,” admits Jack Felmlee, Amoco’s ucts, and the consumers who will purchase 

are also markets. issues management regional director. “Costs those new items. Building markets takes 

Unfortunately, markets do not exist for for virgin material are so low that it costs time. 

all recyclable materials. Take foam polysty- as much or more for a finished product 

rene, commonly referred to by the trade made of recycled material.” Felmlee adds 

name Styrofoam. Cups, plates and other that the company has had problems get- The laws of supply and 
food service or food packaging items made ting an adequate supply of used foam poly- demand 

from foam polystyrene can be recycled — styrene, and that the quality of virgin 

but the high cost has made some entrepre- _ material is often better than that of re- Wisconsin citizens have embraced re- 
neurs reluctant to try. In the latest version cycled material. “We can mix our recycled cycling with enthusiasm. In a November 

of The Wisconsin Recycling Markets Direc- material with virgin in our foam insula- 1992 phone survey conducted by the De- 

tory, a comprehensive listing of all markets tion board,” he explains. “This allows us _ partment of Natural Resources, 86 percent 

for recyclable materials in the state of Wis- to meet our quality requirements and use _ of people who responded said they recycle. 

consin, there were 52 businesses that served the recycled material.” Sixty-four percent said they recycle more 

all counties as markets for aluminum cans, A lack of markets can thwart even the _ today than they did two years ago, and 62 
while only eight companies were listed as most efficient collection program. Indi- percent categorized themselves as strongly 

statewide markets for foam polystyrene. viduals and communities that collect recy- committed to recycling. A recent report 
Amoco Foam Products Company in clable items for which markets do not yet _ detailing the generation and disposal of 
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Wisconsin's solid waste estimated that by year 2000, glass con- Ps 4 | 

1995, 40 percent of the state’s municipal _tainer manufacturers 5 A 
solid waste stream will be recovered for serving Wisconsin pa % 
recycling. will have to boost 4 a ~ See 

These statistics show that recycling is their use of recovered @ 7 ‘a VG A ‘ 
off to a great start in Wisconsin, but they glass in production to v's ‘ eV hy 

don’t point to the work that remains to 40 percent. Midwest ie bd 7 " A 

close the recycling loop. The figures broad- = manufacturers cur- |< y 7 = /; ay 
cast the success of the supply side of the _rently use an average 2 oe re , ss ) : 
recycling equation, but they don‘t reflect of only 17 percent re- € ky y : am ei , 

what’s happening on the demand side. covered glass, com- id ee A, ) i Ba I. 

Supply and demand for recyclable ma- _ pared to a national > oo (ee / : 3 
terials, as for any other commodity, are _ average of almost 34 . Py ; q id / Pr 4 } Pb ; 

inexorably linked. The current and pro- percent. f x 3 j Re \ 4 

jected situation for the supply and demand While the jump to F - ie a ee 
of recyclable paper provides a good ex- 40 percent is techni- db ae me a 

ample of this interdependence. More than cally possible, manu- aa) — Aes i =e ‘ a | 5 

300,000 tons of paper were recovered facturing _ plants on cs “he | ied a 

through recycling in Wisconsin in 1990. hesitate to invest the . as he | Fr. 2 

By 2000, that figure is expected tojumpto time and money ; rs he eae ! gs 
more than 700,000 tons per year. Paper —_ needed to make nec- Si we Ke os sea we fe 3 
mills in Wisconsin and surrounding states essary plant changes a aT ele ietag| Sams. 2 

ee eal aan eee Look-alike plastic bottles can stump even solid waste experts like Janet 
to take advantage of the increased supply: glass. Before they take —_Niewold. The bottles are the same size and hold the same brand of cooking 
New mills are slated to come on line, and the step, they want to _ oil, but they’re made out of different resins, as the numbers on the bottoms 
existing facilities are planning to retool be assured of a relj- indicate. Like oil and water, resins #1 and #3 don’t mix. Sort plastics 

carefully when recycling. 
and expand. able, steady supply of 

If all the new mills are built and the recovered glass. 

proposed plant expansions occur, the It’s a bit of a para- 
region's paper industry will increase its ca- dox. Communities, 

pacity to process recovered paper by — waste haulers, and 
400,000 tons per year between 1995 and _ other potential “sell- 

2001. ers” of recyclables are 

But, if the supply of recovered paper concerned about the 

isn’t steady enough to keep the mills oper- lack of markets for 
ating at capacity, the mill owners may not their materials, and 

be willing to make the capital improve- therefore may not col- 

ments necessary for handling more recov- _lect certain recyclable 

ered paper. Demand dwindles because the items. At the same 

supply is erratic. And no one will want to time, mills and facto- 

collect recovered paper if the mills dont ries are unwilling to 5 
want to buy it. increase capacity to process recyclables — The quest for quality 

A similar situation exists for recyclable unless they are confident that they will Contaminants are one of the biggest 

glass. In order to use all of the glass pro- have enough “raw material” to justify the Gbstacles to recycling materials. Caps left 
jected to be recovered in Wisconsin by the _ expense. on glass bottles sink to the bottom of a 

glass-melting furnace, where they collect 
a a aT RTE ETF TE, ~ and form pools of molten metal that can 

' Imthe loop corrode the ceramic brick of the furnace 

i The familiar triangular symbol represents the cycle, or loop, a recycled item bottom. Metal Sie eerie introduced 

follows from producer, to consumer, to producer/again. You've likely heard these J — 1M One companys furnace Se 
Be oe erne ced codeccabe recycling: : year period wore a hole in the furnace, 

' In a closed loop, the recycled product, returns to its original form: Old glass § ee 500 tons of molteniglass e How 
I bottles are melted to make new*Slass bottles. ae wel Da a 
ti In an open loop, the recycled préduct is made into’ something else: PET plastic heavy and fire damage was $3.5 callie. 
i : ; ; Contaminants vary, depending on the bottles are turned into fiberfill pillow stuffing and scouring pads. bi a Cee 8 
& ql method used to process the recyclables. 

Es SSS SSS ET Adhesives used in magazine bindings, ad- 
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dress labels or packing tape are difficult to find usable material. At the same time, gravel, and other foreign matter render 

separate from paper being pulped (broken we've got communities complaining about entire batches of plastic useless at Fish’s 

down and mixed with water) for recycling. the lack of markets.” plant. Fish has to pay to dispose of the 

The “stickies” remaining after the pulping Gary Fish, owner of Midwest Plastics, material in the Dane County landfill. 

process show up in new paper as uneven, a plastic reprocessor in Edgerton, Wis., “We're paying three thousand dollars a 

off-color imperfections, which can render supports Niewold’s observation. “We're week in landfill fees,” says Fish. “It’s ri- 

the paper unsalable. Steel cans, however, short about 90,000 pounds of used plastic diculous that we buy this stuff and then 
are shredded and melted in a furnace; pa- a week,” says Fish. “It’s kind of sad. You _ have to pay to throw it away.” 

per labels and adhesives are burnt off in the hear stories about people who have all 

rocess. Consequently, most steel can mar- these milk jugs they can’t get rid of, and I 
: oe dee eee Quantity counts, too 

gente OTA AT TG Even ifa community, business, or other 

f} collector of recyclables can offer completel 
Buy and sell i ste sey 

; A : E contaminant-free material, there’s no guar- 
The Wisconsin Recycling Markets Directory is a comprehensive, up tosdate listing Bo arse of asoatker. Sessll communiies in 

of organizations that buy or aggept recyclable materials. f rural Wisconsin may find it difficult to 

a The directory helps municipal officials, community recycling coordinators, generate large enough quantities of mate- 

| industries, and recycling organizations find buyers for recyclables. It’s also useful for tials to make pick up attractive to a waste 

brokers and processors interested in selling scrap materials. fk hauler. Stockpiling recyclables until there’s 

i The directory is available inboth a printed and‘computerized (IBM compatible) | enough to fill a semitrailer would appear 

i version. Users can search the listings/by countysto find’a market that will serve their i to be the answer — except that few com- 

ese The directory is updated quarterly. i munities, small or large, have the space to 
i For more information, call the Department of Natural Resources at (608)267- i safely store thousands of milk jugs or juice 

B 7566. | bottles. Communities that pool their 
ras ane se 

= Ee RaTSS ALS ERD ee ey ‘ : recyclables can often create enough vol- x 8 
ume to make transportation more cost- 

kets do not require that labels be removed can't find enough people that will sell me effective. 

before collection. good, clean material.” When high transportation costs out- 

Contaminants also come from incorrect According to Fish, the hitch is quality. weigh any potential revenue from the sale 

sorting of recyclables. Plastic resins, such as Incorrectly sorted plastics, as well as dirt, of recyclables, establishing local markets 

polyethylene terephthalate (PETE, ‘ i E 
1 A nolpmlchionde (PVG A hay mow holds all the news that’s fit to shred: The market for old newsprint got a big boost in Dane County 

#1) an Ley Oe ( » #3) when area farmers began using shredded paper as animal bedding. Demand for “old news” now exceeds supply. 

have identical appearances, but can- : : 

not be processed together. It’s not ‘ % y Ei |! 

uncommon to find the same product jn 

packaged in look-alike bottles made Am 

from different resins. Here are other c ; } 

examples: Although window glass ap- | 

pears to be the same as the glass in aed 3 

bottles and jugs, it is made with a " Le eee 

chemical that insulates and filters out Se 3 sis oe) ee eS 

the sun’s harmful rays, and will not a 5 zi 9 Fs eyo EA Hey ’ 
: 5 , fo Bae SSR By 

blend properly with container glass PTE es eae ee ne 
ee pa Tae Ee a anions 

in a glass furnace. The resulting batch ny es A a ey 

of glass is weak and of little use. A rae: Bras eS es Be OTR eae 
oe ; ; puis WEE Aaa 8 2 AN Va ee a 

drinking glass has a different melting 3 aera Se ey 

i j Ri-P =e iy | | De Sa ees Ae 
point from a glass bottle or jar, and GS AB ca ea a ees Re: 

may clog the glass furnace or cause ? ut ~ & ~ eee oe Bhi pe ae 
flaws in the finished product. € ’ ¥ <') BS BAERS Rese po Cat a. | Se a 

5 ; : : : ss : PB aeRO CN | ea On 
Quality control is the single big- ee I Sy F hoe Race Se Ro eee eee 

: SS Sarr Braedon SNS a 
gest obstacle in the recycling pro- £ = I e Coe ee pea Ss es 

a i 3 IED Bec Sota | Suntlias Ne Se agen 
cess,” says Janet Niewold, market 8 CopcleD - <n 2 aS SOS ety eV dne ge 

gi BFE el oe OO a SS POEL 
development specialist with the Wis- > FARM ‘APER ery J Ree ast Be SS Sr ‘ Seo ee 

: i AND IND BES ER ere SRR 
consin Department of Natural Re- - St SRE RNS eA ee Sse SSeS 

4 : a F 7 eee ORE TOR Sk PE 
sources. “There are plenty of recyclers = | | 4 © EAN Gee ear cota Ya SSeS 

i Q a || CNRS See ad RS ng pape Se 
out there whose businesses are run- 9 "8 a SSE EU TR aed 
me , of 7 Sao ees Rent Pa 28 

ning into trouble because they can’t = n a Wey Say ee aS ee, cE : 
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agk: SAY Kip, a 3 AY tions in collection and processing allow 
a8. BEN ay 4 pee ee me yk 6 Bit Ys used materials to be recycled successfully. 

BR SEAR Veter Se a ap Sy : ’ i : 
—— vee ——— oe ‘ ; Recycling can be a viable, sustainable in- 

= RECY( a= ee Sak ~ dustry — if all the elements to support 
Pr | E : | markets are in place. 

F : | : E : | : é / ; When you separate your recyclables 

‘ ae 4 | i Ei from other waste, think of yourself as some- , } | y 
| | ee | yr one who is doing more than just recover- 

| iia | npany, ol ae FP ing materials. Think of yourself as someone 
l ee SLURS SE ae — ‘ : who is supplying raw material to a manu- 

i L =~ ’ PM Robt clite ee x" | Es facturer. A glass manufacturer can't make 
vet || ee Ff Ea ig Ps re | dis Wis Ea Lo i Fe new bottles out of glass that’s mixed with 

| ) | i eee j é a 2 - pes : : as ea } Ee dirt and rocks. Paper mills can't make new 

1 ee 1 a paper out of newspapers that are soggy 

A ae : bo from being left out in the rain. Evaluate 

~ ee “a . 5 your recycling habits with markets in mind. 

aN ’ Remember, reliable sources of quality 
= materials will enable recycling markets to 2 eee 

: 2 _ prosper. 
; a © 

in a ah 6 
The high cost of transporting recyclables eats up potential profits. Strong local markets for recyclables 
help keep transportation costs down. 

may prove to be the most logical solution. ss 

Animal bedding is a farm-tested and Keep it clean 

accepted local market for old newspaper. Eliminate contaminants at the source by preparing your recyclables in a way that 
During the drought of 1988, farmers faced will make them most usable by the end market. Check with your local recycling 

with a lack of straw tried using shredded program for specific guidelines on how to prepare items for recycling. 
newsprint as animal bedding. It proved to ind h 
be more absorbent and often cheaper than Z Mey a ee d eae Ste 

° ° 
straw. The result: More and more farmers Fe aD ae DOLE ES cans a ene © 

began using the paper bedding, and the ee ee i i oe oe oe: 

market price for newsprint rose. As of April ee a tt cee 
1993, Dane County's waiting list for old Hngs 20 onee Keep this stuff out of the recy- 

newsprint was six weeks long. With more flatten cardboard; make sure card- cling bins for tin and aluminum: 

than four million cows and cattle in the board, newspaper and other paper plastic 

state, Wisconsin’s beef and dairy farms ne 7 heb *wood 

could potentially use up to 800,000 tons qeneoeue numbers on Hg cron edirt 

of shredded newsprint a year, far more of plastic bottles and containers *original contents of cans 

than the 227,700 tons projected to be gen- and recycle only those pypes of plastic lids 
eeredinn995 plastics that your recycling program 

: , collects Don’t include these items in your Contaminated clear glass is used locally Pies of ae 

as an aggregate in the construction of road Avoid throwing these items in =A - NG i ‘a Cae 
° 

beds. The glass replaces quarry stone and with your glass recyclables: a apoatggPPing, sheets) 
other virgin materials. Crushed glass is also *ceramic bottle caps ah, i 

being used to replace aggregate in asphalt *lead collars on wine and champagne pep’ 
(ine d *wax coated paper 

pavement, resulting in a new product, bottles ae 
“« » . ° 
glasphalt. *ceramic cups and plates Se 

eclay flower pots Sorting plastics takes a trained eye: 
Voulare ihe supplier crystal check the numbers : 

slight bulbs *recycle only those plastics that your 

As we generate more waste and mine emirror and window glass community can accept 

ials fi hi h, it’s ti ; : § t 
a oe pe : a ue Here a few of the more unusual contaminants Wisconsin recyclers have found in 

Ree nee cee eaten ee OEE their bins: hand grenades, tennis shoes, golf clubs, lawn mowers and plastic dumb- : 
Materials that traditionally have been land- bells 

filled and incinerated are not worthless. = 

Today, technological advances and innova- 
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Cr... <8 
A TOAST TO A NEW RECYCLING VENTURE THAT’S —_—— = 5 

BEEN A TEAM EFFORT FROM THE BEGINNING. ——ae = 

“Wo __scd and white may be the col- Ea 

© J ors of choice for University of ne z 

am Wisconsin-Madison sports Ss - Vl alt 

“A “®_ fans, but lately Camp Randall FE = ef \ 

Stadium and the Fieldhouse have started “= eT Pe aa: 

to look a lot more green. J | , o 

In 1990 the UW formed an alliance Bs _ L | bs si 

with EVCO, a plastics manufacturer in Z ss a 1 e 

DeForest, to recycle the plastic beverage py HY ee bs 

cups at UW-Madison football and basket- C ee RNY ry va - , SI | 
ball games. Used cups are collected at the ZT | ald - a“ | a 

stadium and fieldhouse in special 55-gal- / ji | eae a 

lon drums placed near exits. The cups are Yd. ae | 

then trucked to EVCO, where they are f e ed i ee 

washed and ground. The plastic chips are b| i a 

melted and molded into index card file 7 : | oe a 

boxes or magazine holders. EVCO hopes pees Sous ; : 7. Ee g 

to place the products on retail shelves soon. Ss Ey _/% \ S ae g 

Terry Murawski, executive director of et oe 8 

the National W Club, a booster organiza- vrs i 
tion, says ne plastic cups had been used Around the loop: Cups collected at Badger sports games (top)...are cleaned and ground at EVCO, a 

2 plastics manufacturer (middle, bottom)... 
for several years before he hit upon the 

idea of recycling them. ‘ 
“My family and I are fairly sensitive to i oe 

environmental issues,” says Murawski. “I : 6 | “ 

thought recycling cups would be a BE CAUTION. fl 2 ; a ‘ aN 

proactive, rather than reactive, solution to ' ae . ee 
an environmental problem.” j ei ae oo 

Murawski stresses that the cups can be } ae » 

both reused and recycled, two of the top ie Ey y - 

three recommended solid waste manage- | | | —— 

ment practices. “The cups are fairly inex- Ct a ] E 

pensive souvenirs because they can be taken a a e& 

home and used again and again,” says | eas 7 

Murawski. “But if someone doesn’t want i = 

to reuse them, they can now be recycled.” : fs 

Recycling the UW beverage cups pre- : fs 

sented an interesting challenge for EVCO, eS 

in part due to the problem of contami- Ep 
nants. “We're really trying to help the fans Fi 

learn to sort the cups properly from the 

other material,” says EVCO Project Engi- 

neer Rod Jonas. “We need them to put the 

Closing the loop 7
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Market makers 
ss A number of new and existing Wisconsin companies manufacture products from 

=) recycled materials. Meet a few who are making recycling work for their businesses: 

BUSINESS OLD ITEM NEW PRODUCT 

2 y Waupaca Foundry tin cans brake drums and other 
a io Waupaca cast auto parts 

<i 
i. 2 American Woodstock scrap wood woodflour, used to make 

x < d Sheboygan thermal plastic for car door 

# 2 anels 

. > 
: 3 Amoco Foam Products polystyrene trays, recycled resin to mix with 

= A Chippewa Falls egg cartons, packing néw'Fésins to make insula- 

peanuts and other tion board 
...the ground plastic is melted, then formed into fost RSE 

file boxes, magazine holders and other office J 

products... 

: , ee Placon Corporation plastic pop bottles packaging for sporting 
cups in the right bin, without the popcorn Fitchburg goods, office supplies and 

and the half-eaten hot dogs.” Rie 

Jonas says any non-cup material that is 

mixed in with plastic will cause problems NEW Plastics plastic milk bottles plastic lumber for decks 
in the end product. Contaminants can end Luxemburg 

up as black specks in the final plastic; cause 

blisters in the hinge of the index box, mak- Humane Manufacturing tires enitial mats 

ing it more susceptible to tearing; or cause Bamboo 
the sides of the box to warp, making it 

difficult to snap the lid down tightly. Chicago Art Glass beer bottles stained glass, paper- 
Manufacturing products from recycled Plymouth weights, glass tile 

material is nothing new to EVCO. The 
company’s “Alternatives” line offers desk 

and storage accessories made from recycled 

polystyrene and polypropylene, with as 

high as 75% recycled material, including 
50% post-consumer content. Rod Jonas 

says the company is continually exploring a 

possibilities for products made from re- \ = = 

cycled material. oY a eS 

Both the University and EVCO are con- NS a ee a 
tinuing to refine the process for recycling \ i ‘ 
the cups, and Murawski and Jonas seem ce. RE : a 

optimistic about the future of the pro- ANS AN A A as. a he 
gram. “The costs of this program are pretty Bi SEN ye % \\ ~ ay oe 

minimal,” says Murawski, “but money isn’t Be x .\ = Vi < 2 i f a 

really the issue here. We think recycling Be = Te Ch j ea J | y si 
“Cc. og Aad Seed fee es = % 5 ee i 

should be a way of life. ms i Re eee, eS a Se 

> a ea aed =" Seng =S 3 
PUBL SW-342-93 oe S ay = ae 3 

©1993, Wisconsin Natural Resources, = ‘s j s Fi ie- a er 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources ES og a Se: ae ig R q 

Produced by the Bureau of Solid and DE , oe aE 
Waste M. t, 

Hazardous Waste See ...which are carefully examined for quality and strength before being sold. It takes about six cups to 
Markets Development Unit 

make a file box, 14 for a magazine holder. On a football Saturday, EVCO collects 20,000 to 40,000 cups 
Written by Kathy Maddock for recycling. 

Edited by Maureen Mecozzi The last leg of the loop — consumers purchasing items made from recycled materials — depends on you. 
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